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The Publisher apologizes for a reprint of an incorrect
version of Recent progress on the study of the microstruc-
ture and mechanical properties of ECAE copper by Florian
H. Dalla Torre, Azdiar A. Gazder, Elena V. Pereloma and
Christopher H. J. Davies.
The correct version of the paper appears in Volume 42,
Issue 5, pages 1622–1637, doi 10.1007/s10853-006-1283-1,
as part of the special issue ‘‘Nanostructured Materials-
Processing, structures, properties and applications’’.
An older, uncorrected proof version of the same article
was republished in error in Volume 42, Issue 21, pages
9097–9111, doi 10.1007/s10853-006-1261-7.
The online version of the original article can be found under
doi:10.1007/s10853-006-1283-1.
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